
Chiefmaster Suh, In Joo

PRAYING MANTIS

One of Suh´s five animals is the praying mantis (sah-mah-gi). Pound for pound,
Suh says, a martial artist with internal training (ki development) can project
seven times his normal strength. However, the praying mantis bears a strength
3,000 times his own body weight. It´s incredible that a creature with such a
light body and long spindly legs can be so strong. Actually, those long legs, when
coupled with a relatively heavy head, produce excellent overall body balance
and a stable foundation from which to operate its quick, front-grabbing arms.

The insect´s foundation is so solid that when the mantis strikes, only its front
arms need move. Of course, man isn´t built like a praying mantis. Therefore, he
has to adapt the insect´s fighting tactics to his own physique and needs. Only
the basic principle of action and power is duplicated within the martial artist´s
arsenal.

Korean praying mantis techniques are short, close-range maneuvers, using the
fingers and back of the knuckles as striking surfaces. The back of the wrist and
back of the palm are also employed in praying mantis techniques. A strike is
usually followed by a grab with the striking hand, which then pulls the opponent
off balance and into range for another blow. In order to keep a strong, stable
foundation, there is little variety in the footwork used with mantis strikes.

As with some of the other animal techniques, praying mantis strikes are
directed toward the body´s sensitive pressure points. The actual insects don´t
have the advantage of pressure point knowledge. That´s something man has
added to enhance the speed and balanced attack he borrowed from the praying
mantis.

For effective pressure point strikes, the martial artist´s fingers have to be
strong and well conditioned -- otherwise, he won´t be able to penetrate the
pressure point. This is true not only of the praying mantis but of all animal
forms that use finger strikes. To develop strength in their fingers, Kuk Sool
practitioners rapidly open and close their hands, many times in succession, until
they develop penetrating strength. They also practice push-ups on their finger
tips as a conditioning aid.

Praying Mantis Technique

  

From the starting position, Mantis on right rushes opponent´s hand and throws him off
balance. Mantis grabs the opponent´s waist and picks up the opponent (the strength

and balance to execute this technique comes from the Praying Mantis stance). The
opponent falls to the ground and a hand technique finishes the sequence.
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